Nomaduo Company

dossier show

CHARTA

1. BIO
Nomaduo Company
The company was founded in 2017 among the
stalls of the circus school. From this meeting was
born a collaboration that gave them the desire and
the determination to graduate and leave for an
adventure together. After a summer of shows for
various Italian squares with the show "EGO"
(2018), the company moves to Spain where he
continues his training at the "Espai de circ
Cronopis" and improves his hand-to-hand
technique with the teacher Fernando Melki. Here
they complete their second show "BISTIC" (2019)
that will take place between Italy and Spain. The
biennium 2020-2021 is dedicated to the creation of
the new show "CHARTA".

Cristiana Morelli
Cristiana is passionate about the tattoo
world at 22 years old working in a studio
and attending tatoo convenction discovers
fire. He thus approached the world of
entertainment that he fell in love with and
decided to make this passion a job. From
here he decides to enroll in the Roman
School of Circus, to begin studying trapeze.
Graduated in 2018 in trapeze and hand-inhand, she moved with Flavio to Spain to
continue her studies. At the same time he
collaborates in the logistics sector with
Circo el Grito.

Flavio Barbui
Flavio was born in Venice in 1990 and began
to take an interest in the performing arts
during his university studies. In those years he
followed several theater courses that will lead
him to the drafting of the thesis on the
therapeutic functions of the theater. At the
same time he begins to make the first street
shows with fire and grows in him the
awareness that that will be his future road. He
then enrolled at the Roman School of Circus
where he graduated in 2018, where he
discovers the love for the scale of balance and
hand to hand, whose techniques will continue
to improve to date following workshops and
internships. Since 2017 he has been working
in the logistics sector of Circo El Grito.

2. THE SHOW
a. description
"we wanted to take a trip to a distant island
we only had money for paper sheets
took one, made us a boat
we boarded
we closed our eyes
he took the helm
I made sail
and dreams... dreams made the wind..."

In a dream world where paper is the main element, two
characters land, during their journey they will
encounter bizarre events and objects of an imaginary
world. In their adventure they will come out of their
ordinary to open up to the game and driven by
curiosity they will learn the power of imagination.
In an atmosphere of poetry and carelessness the public
will be brought through the silent tale of the artists to
wonder and amazement in a climate of suspense and
danger typical of circus language.

b. inspiring idea
The starting idea on which the show began to develop is paper.
Paper accompanies us continuously in everyday life, we now
consider it as a discounted object and with the advancement of
technology, obsolete. But in its celluloid fibers hides a lot of
potential. From the moment you sit down to write down the first
ideas of a show you have a sheet of paper in front of you and this
will accompany you for countless moments and stages during the
creative process. We do not want his life to end with the end of
creation but, on the contrary, our desire is to bring it into the show
and make it live again.
Paper, and above all a blank sheet, represents for us a container
with countless possibilities, where you can put any kind of human
expression (from music, to poetry, to drawing, etc.) an infinite store
of art and meaning open to anyone who wants to enjoy and share
its content. And a blank blank sheet of paper, virgin, gathers in its
soul all these infinite possibilities of expression, communication
and relationship between people.
In addition, paper, a material that can be easily molded, can take a
thousand forms and can easily lend itself to the creation of images
and objects with which to relate on stage between us and between
us and the public.
These are the assumptions that led us to start playing and
investigating with paper and its infinite potential to join the circus
language in the creation of our show.

c. techniques used
- hand to hand
- free ladder
- acro duo
- aerial ladder

d. equipe
- Interpreters: Flavio Barbui and Cristiana Morelli
- idea and direction: Compagnia Nomaduo
- outer eye: Fabiana Ruiz Diaz
- choreography aid: Tayla Giannini
- Assistant Set Designer: Alessandra Spoletini
- Costumes: Flavia Grazini
- original music: Fabiomassimo Barelli

e. places of residence
- Espai de circ Cronopis (Matarò, Spain)
- Encirca't (Arenys de munt, Spain)
- Circo Verde (Viterbo, Italy)
- Spazio Agreste (Recanati, Italy)
- Casa del circo contemporaneo (Torino, Italy)
- Circo all’Incirca (Udine, Italy)

e. credits
Realized with the support of:
- Casa del circo contemporaneo (Fondazione
Cirko Vertigo)

3. TECHNICAL SHEET

Duration:
40 minutes
Assembly time:
3 hours (2 people are needed to help in the assembly phase)
Tempi smontaggio:
2 hours (2 people are needed to help in the disassembly
phase)
Required area:
space 15x10 m minimum, smooth ground, flat and uniform (no
bent, gravel or grass)
7 m high minimum
front view, a closed bottom position is preferable
Audio & lights:
arranged by the organization
we need a sound engineer during the entire duration of the
show
Ideal place and public:
open space and for all aged public
Other necessities:
2 people to help in the assembly and disassembly phase

4. CONTACT

Mail: nomaduoinfo2018@gmail.com
Web: www.nomaduo.org
Tel: 3493736307

